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HWCC Regular Stuff

Wednesdays @ West Wycombe Village Hall
7:15pm Core Fitness & Keep-fit

This is designed to strengthen your core and
improve your fitness.  New or interested mem-
bers welcome.  Bring a mat and at some point a
swiss ball.

9:00pm    Pub chat.
After Keep-fit join us for a chat.

Sundays @ High Wycombe High Street
9am   Club Runs.

The main group goes at a steady pace and no-
one gets left behind.  The distance varies be-

Performance enhancing,
umm what’s that then
With all the Basso
revelations (we all knew
he was a liar) it makes
you wonder how, many

dodgy types are actually in the Pele ton.
The good news is that the long hard road
to getting our sport clean is well and truly
on the road. Also, what about at our level,
the club rider, why the hell would anyone
at our level cheat or take performance-
enhancing gear? Well I know for a fact that
some riders actually do take alleged
performance enhancing gear , im sure what
they take is only actually  producing a
placebo affect but who knows and more to
the point why ??
Consider the whole local hero thing and then consider what make a
cycling legend, its not all about great performances, it comes with a big
spoonful of style and a dollop of coolness because this is what we want
as well.
Where the hell am I going with this, well, im not that sure I guess my
point is, you cant turn a donkey into a racehorse can you and if that race
horse runs well has style and is a cool as a cucumber people will worship
them, its in our nature, we all love the bad boy and without a doubt
people will always do as mush as they can to get the extra edge. My
take on this is, make the sport as clean as we can get, make the sport
rules as clear as we can govern and review them all the time but don’t for
heavens sake make the mistake of turning the sport into a legislative
monster where people are so turned off they don’t want to get involved .

De Chippo

So, what’s floating my boat
this month?

Well it’s got to be the very
alarming subject of global
warming.  WOOHOO
WHAT A FANTASTICALLY BOILING
HOT  APRIL !  No, seriously, it is not a
subject to be flippant about, this is the
future of our planet at stake here.  NOT
A SINGLE DROP OF RAIN AND THE
HOTTEST APRIL ON RECORD,
EVER!  Look, we spout about how
green us cyclists are, use the bike and
not the car, reduce emissions, traffic

congestion and pollution.  Trying hard to
spread the word that the bike is the future,
get out of the car.  I KNOW BUT THANKS
TO ALL THOSE MOTORISTS WE HAD A
BLINDING APRIL, SUMMER IS HERE!
Oh I give up, OK, enjoy it while it lasts but
use sunscreen eh?

One low point of April was the lack of
excitement in most of the classics, actually
read ALL of the classics.  They need a bit
of mud and danger but they all turned out
to be Sunday club runs or individual time
trials!  The Paris-Nice was a good watch
but roll on the Giro.  Without Basso,  and
what a story that is - banned for thinking
about doping! - it is going to be tight and a
fair fight.  Simoni gets my vote, he’s well
into his mountain biking now and, if this
weather holds, once the Etape is over so
will I!  Talking of the Etape, there are still
places left which is very unusual at this late
stage of the year.  And do you know why?
According to the French papers it is be-
cause this one is exceptionally tough and
all the Frenchies are too
scared to enter.
Down to us Brits
then to show
them some
spunk.
Raggy
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Before I started to write this article, I sat down and thought about the things which are important to
sportsmen and, in particular, cyclists.  I also quizzed my husband, Bob, a keen cyclist himself.  Lastly, I
thought about my own needs as a fair-weather cyclist!

I came up with the following things which I think you would want as a serious cyclist but I am happy to
add others if you don’t agree!

• Maximum fitness
• To feel you are working at peak performance
• Quick recovery after exertion
• Minimum pain

I would like to look at each of these, whilst looking at the importance of nutrition and introduce you to
products by a company called Neways who are committed to seek, develop and acquire the safest
ingredients and breakthrough technologies currently available for personal care and health science.  The
emphasis is on using safe natural ingredients which have been used for centuries combined with cutting-
edge scientific expertise.

Maximum Fitness and Peak Performance

A healthy lifestyle is vital to achieve maximum fitness.  Having a balanced diet has a key role to play, of
course.

Our bodies require 60 different minerals on a daily basis to perform tens of thousands of different
functions, as well as enabling vitamins, proteins and amino acids to function properly.  Our
physical well being is actually more directly dependent upon the minerals we take into our
system, rather than reliant on calories, protein, or carbohydrates.

In other words, if you are not getting the right minerals then your body cannot use all the
other elements its needs like vitamins.  However, today it is increasingly difficult to get all the
vitamins and minerals our bodies need simply from our food due to intensive farming methods
and soil depletion.

According to the Medical Research Council, The Ministry of Agriculture Fisheries and Food and
The Royal Society of Chemistry,

“As a nation we could be described as being overfed but malnourished, there is a need
to recognise that trace minerals are deficient in our foods.”

Athletes actually need extra minerals because they sweat out minerals during intense training
and performance.  They must have adequate chromium for proper blood sugar balance and
need enough calcium and magnesium to avoid cramps and injuries.  Zinc is central to
carbohydrate metabolism and any deficiency will delay the healing of wounds.

The best way to ensure that you are getting the minerals and vitamins that you need and that they are
readily absorbed by the body is to take a liquid mineral and vitamin supplement like Neways Maximol
Solutions, which comes in four varieties to suit all dietary requirements including vegans and vegetarians.
Some great fans of Maximol Solutions, as well as Ming Gold and Alleviate (see below) are football squad
AFC Bournemouth who have combined these products with good nutrition to maximise their fitness and
increase stamina.

ACHIEVING PEAK

PERFORMANCE

WITH NATURAL

PRODUCTS
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Quick Recovery and Less Pain

Recovery after exercise is a key factor in reducing
the risk of injury and aching muscles.

Ming Gold contains cordyceps sinensis, a grass-like
mushroom from Tibet and a well-known precious
Chinese herb, as well as polysaccharides and

essential fatty acids, all safe and effective substances which leave no trace in the blood.  Cordyceps has
the potential to enhance energy and endurance and its vigour-enhancing properties were first noticed by
Tibetan shepherds when they saw that the rams which were feeding on the cordyceps seemed to be far
more virile and energetic than the others!  Ming Gold helps to speed up the repair of damage to the body
after exercise and helps to build up stamina.  It can also help people with asthma and respiratory
problems.

However good your diet and fitness regime, you are still unlikely to avoid aching muscles after a
particularly arduous cycle.  To minimise this pain it is important to warm up the muscles before exercise
and help them to loosen afterwards.

I have had great results with a product, called Alleviate, which is a muscle rub which is applied before
and after exercise.  It contains natural ingredients such as willow bark, arnica, menthol, capsicum, ginseng
and peppermint and I think the following testimonials will speak for themselves!

“I am an asthmatic and so I can’t use rubs with ibuprofen.  Alleviate is a really powerful product –
you can feel it doing the work.  I never do anything physically challenging without it.”  Bob, cyclist
and landscaper.

“I suffer from a rotator cuff injury in my shoulder from swimming training and triathlon racing.
Alleviate is one of the things which has helped ensure that I can still keep cycling and running.”
Becky, qualified competitor for the World Duathlon Championships 2007.

“I am training for The Three Peaks Challenge this June.  I suffer from an arthritic knee and after
our first training session up Mount Snowden, my knee was really hurting.  I put on Alleviate and
the pain went away instantly.  It is always in my rucksack now!” Mike, competitor, the South Bucks
Three Peaks Challenge.

ENERGY IN                         VIGOUR                         MUSCLE
A BOTTLE                            & STAMINA                 RECOVERY

Special Offer for The Sprocket Readers

The first ten orders received for any Neways product will receive a free bottle of Athletic Super Water,
pure spring water free of chlorine, pumped full of extra oxygen.  Just email me on
nikkimattei@talktalk.net or call me on 07814 504755 to request an order from or further details.

Prices:
Maximol Solutions:    £27.97 for 500 ml bottle
Ming Gold:               £23.03 for 60 tablets
Alleviate:                   £9.87 for 125 ml tube

Free Monthly Newsletter

You can also subscribe to receive my monthly newsletter, A Better Choice, A Better Life, which will give
information on making the most of your health and your life.  Please email me at nikkimattei@talktalk.net,
letting me know whether you would like to receive the newsletter by email or post (I confirm that no
contact details will be passed on to any third parties).

ACHIEVING PEAK

PERFORMANCE

WITH NATURAL

PRODUCTS
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Saddle Safari, Crown Lane, Off Spittal Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 3HL.
Telephone/Fax 01628 477020.   http://ww.saddlesafari.co.uk

www.MidlandTrailquests.co.uk
Lane End,

Buckinghamshire
Sunday 13th May 2007 sees round 1 of the Magellan
Midlands Summer Series come to the Chiltern Hills. The
5-hour Trailquest is being organised by local mountain
biker Nick Calkin, winner of Trailquests, Trailbreak
Navigators and Polaris categories.
Trailquests are mountain bike orienteering events, which
can be entered solo or in teams of two. The object is to navigate between
checkpoints using any combination of legal rights of way. Checkpoints have different

values and competitors collect as many points as possible, returning to the finish within 5 hours to avoid
penalties. A fully marked up colour map is provided along with a sheet describing the exact location of the
control punch once you have navigated to it.
Trailquests are an exciting sport rapidly growing in popularity. Competitors of all ages and both sexes
regularly take part. You don’t have to be super fit or young to do well, route planning and good navigation
skills are equally critical.
To compete in this event you must first register online at www.MidlandTrailquests.co.uk  (a condition of the
insurance policy). If you just turn up on the day you will not be able to ride. Registration is free, does not need
to be renewed and takes only a couple of minutes.

Big Maggy’s tough road back
By Andrew Hood VeloNews European correspondent
As you know Big Maggy Backstedt is our favourite Welsh Swede but
he was hoping for more in Sunday’s Paris-Roubaix when he finished
47th at 9:39 back, but simply finishing the punishing “Hell of the North”
tasted almost like victory for the big Swede.
Bäckstedt has been cursed with bad luck and injuries since his
breakthrough 2004 Roubaix victory. He missed last year’s Roubaix
after crashing early in the season and then blew out his shoulder in a nasty, high-speed track racing accident
in October. And then doctors found a melanoma on Bäckstedt’s chest that required two surgeries.
“Stuff keeps getting thrown at me,” Bäckstedt told VeloNews. “It’s bad enough with the shoulder busted up,
now they found a melanoma. It can be a bit scary.”
Bäckstedt was just happy be back on his bike in competition. His shoulder was destroyed in the track
accident, with his clavicle becoming completely detached and driving through the trapezius muscle.

In February, doctors removed a three-inch metal plate with six screws from his shoulder, giving him just
enough time to ride into shape to start Paris-Roubaix. His only races before Roubaix were the Vuelta a
Castilla y León and Settimana Lombarda.
More worrisome was the skin cancer doctors found while he was being treated for his shoulder injury.
Bäckstedt was scheduled for another checkup this week, but so far it seems the melanoma was detected
early enough and there’s no sign that it had spread.
“In the end, I am happy for that fracture,” Bäckstedt said. “They’ve taken everything away and they couldn’t
find any traces of cancer. I am going back to the doctor and we are going to keep it under surveillance.”
Just when Bäckstedt was hoping the worst is behind him, his 29-year-old sister received some bad news
just two days before Paris-Roubaix.
“Then on Friday, I found out my sister has breast cancer,” Bäckstedt added. “She’s tougher than me. She’ll
beat it back. I want to dedicate this to her.”
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Saddle Safari, Crown Lane, Off Spittal Street, Marlow, Buckinghamshire, SL7 3HL.
Telephone/Fax 01628 477020.   http://ww.saddlesafari.co.uk

Tour of Flanders Cyclosportive: Cobbled Madness

Two HWCC riders, Simon Hughes and Ossie
Assem, and their friends from Cyclosport
UK, took on the historic Tour of Flanders
(Ronde van Vlananderen) 135kms
cyclosportive on Saturday 7th April.
With the Pros doing their bit on Sunday, this
made for a terrific and busy weekend, as
well as for a busy hotel: in addition to
providing us with a good base 11kms from
the start line, the Hotel Ibis also hosted the
Tinkoff team as well as the Aussies Ladies
International team.
The cyclosportive made for a fantastic day,
and what an experience! To have had the
privilege of riding such a tough, classic
course steeped in history simply blew
everyone away.

After a relatively straightforward first 20kms,
we were provided with the first taster of
cobbles. This bone shaking, head rattling
experience left us in little doubt that the
course was going to take some getting
through, particularly as 6 of the 18 climbs
were cobbled! In addition to this statistic,
we were well aware of the vertigo some of
the climbs would provide, 5 of these
possessing gradients greater than 15%.
After 40kms, we hit a sharp right bend and
the first climb proper: the Molenberg.
 Without the necessary momentum in our
sails, climbing the short but steep cobbled
brute (average gradient 7% with 14.2% max)
proved to be a painful baptism of fire for the
legs and lungs. Once this was duly
completed, we then had the pleasure of
hitting the remaining climbs. With each
successive climb coming closer to the
previous one, we had little respite in which to re-energise our now cobbled battered bodies and minds.
The penultimate climb, the famous Muur-Kapelmuur, required us to weave through crowds right the way up to the old chapel,
who had gathered to watch their local heroes. The downside to this was that some of the local heroes stopped at the top,
creating bottlenecks on some of the steeper sections of the cobbled climb (average gradient 9.3% with 19.8% max) making
the climb to the very top all the more challenging. Successfully negotiated, all that remained between us and the finish was the
climb of the Bosberg followed by an undulating 10 kms to the finish. With this knowledge in our heads, we pushed on up the
5.8% climb.
 Although this was not particularly steep, after more than 14,000 metres of cobbled surface and with 130kms in our legs, the
push over the max 11% gradient at the top was no easy matter. We are pleased to report back that everyone successfully
completed the route, Simon finishing in 5:55 and Ossie in 4:47. Seemingly not content with ending it there, on the way back
home, we stopped for one last ‘distraction’, the attached photos telling their own story!

Having ridden several sportives, we are very pleased to report on how authentic and classic the Ronde is. The Flemish are an
all-together different breed of cyclist, and this made for such a great experience of a true hard man’s challenge with the
cobbles and the meandering course through open countryside and through towns covered in street furniture! The cobbles in
particular were amazing, forcing a real show of strength every time we ‘hit’ them: whether it was pushing hard on the flat
cobbles, or really driving on the climbs.
We highly recommend the Tour of Flanders sportive, coupled with watching the Pros ride the day after, this is one weekend
sure to wet the taste buds of many a cyclist.
Simon and Ossie
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Surrounded by glorious snow capped peaks,
picturesque valleys and lush countryside,
Bagneres de Luchon provides an ideal base to
sample the vast array of mountain activities that
are available to our visitors in spring, summer and
autumn alike.
For those seeking an activity based holiday,
Bagneres de Luchon provides an ideal gateway
to the wide range of activities and challenges
that Midi Pyrenees and the Haute Garonne have
to offer, as well as the beautiful Val d’ Arran
across the border in Spain.
Alternatively you may just wish to:
The choice is yours...........

The Luchon - Superbagneres gondola operates a daily service during late June, July August and early
September providing easy access to a range of trails for both hiking and mountain biking.

Le Tour 2007: Stage 15 (23rd July) includes
two local climbs (Port de Bales and Col de
Peyresourde)
L’E tape 2007: Foix - Loudenvielle (Stage 15)
16th July.

Villa Portillon is a great base for your Pyrenees walking holiday
or cycling holiday with miles of routes to suite all abilities.
Whether seeking a warm and friendly Bed and Breakfast or
looking for an organised activity break we will be more than
happy to discuss your requirements and arrange a suitable
package to help you make the most of your Pyrenees activity
holiday.
Whether travelling independently, or opting for an
assisted itinerary, our aim at Peak Times will provide
you and your party with a warm and welcome
reception, and a thoroughly enjoyable Pyrenees

experience.

Whether skiing at one of the regions many resorts,
walking or cycling along open tracks surrounded by
magnificent mountain scenery or just exploring the
many and varied delights that the Pyrenees have to
offer, we are sure that you will be delighted with
your Pyrenees skiing holiday or summer vacation.
We both look forward to sharing the “Pyrenean
Experience” with you.

Ideally situated for both winter skiing and summer activity holidays,
the famous spa town of Bagneres de Luchon the “Queen of the
Pyrenees”, combines classical French architecture with the endless
natural beauty and breathtaking scenery that the Pyrenees has to
offer.

enquiries@peak-times.com http://www.peak-times.com

For those attempting next years Etape, Peak Times are
pleased to announce that we will be running both a
supported surveillance/training programme for these final
stages, as well as providing accommodation and support
for the Etape itself including:

o Transfers from Toulouse to Bagneres de Luchon (Saturday the 14th

July - 1000)

o Transfers to Foix for registration (Sunday the 15th July)

o Transfers to Foix for the start (Monday 16th July)

o Pick up at Loudenvielle and return to Bagneres de Luchon upon
completion

o Accommodation and meals at Villa Portillon

For more information please contact: enquiries@peak-
times.com or visit our website at www.peak-times.com.
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ASTON HILL - THE LEGEND
Aston Hill Stokenchurch

In My view Aston hill has to be one of the best climbs we have in our area. The climb
itself has some great Club history attached to it but I come onto this later. Aston Hill
is not only my very local climb but is not a pure climbers hill or a power mans hill it
kind of straddles the two making it thus more of a challenge.
The great thing about Aston is its not a short stabbing hill but is a pretty long one as
far as the Chilterns go, which, for training and racing is perfect so we should count
ourselves lucky we have it .
Aston seems to have been added to our road system in the 1930s taking the pressure
of its evil and steep sister hill Kingston hill. Its quite a wide road with some alpine like
sweeping bends which are fantastic to ride up or down.
High Wycombe cycling club used Aston Hill as the Club hill climb from around 1974
to about 1996  - a very long stint. Then the club switched back to Kinston Hill for a few
years (we were there in the early 1970s) before switching to Britwell hill where we are
today.
As we have said Aston Hill is not a pure climbers hill like the short steep ones, which
take only 2 to 3 minutes. Aston requires more aerobic power as it lasts for around 5
minutes for a good climb (not on my case).
The Club used to start where the Icknield Way crosses the A40 (by the flint cottage)
so it was already about a quarter of a mile up from the bottom road and the Club
always finished at the county boundary sign at the top – so two fixed and very reliable
points.
Gordon Wright our Club President set a new senior record on it in 1976 and was the
first to go under 5 minutes in 4.57. The same day Margaret Wright set a new ladies
record at   6 minutes and 8 secs
Rightly so Gordon was very proud of that ride and it stood for a number of years.
Gordon also set a new vets record in 5 mins 10secs in 1981 a time that still stands.

 In 1981 a very powerful schoolboy rider appeared in the Wycombe ranks and he
romped up Aston Hill in 4. 52 to break the senior, junior and schoolboy records all in
one go.  And the following year as a junior he flew up in 4.35.  That time still stands
today and it was a very powerful display of aerobic power. It would be very very
interesting to see if anyone in the club today could beat this Maybe someone would
like to take up the challenge.  The only factor in favour of the modern bikes is the
slightly lighter weight, as aerodynamics plays almost no part at all on a climb such
as Aston. So the existing records are as good today as they were then. So anyone
who breaks an Aston Hill record can only do so by being better than the former record
holder not because they have a faster bike. So in this respect the existing records
are serious challenge today .
So with this in mind we are organising a Club training day, with Time keeper (just like
our autumn hill climb) up Aston hill.
The date will be Thursday 21st June 2007, time to be confirmed but more that likely a
7pm start.

I do not think we have
many who can beat the
old records, I want to
see for myself and re-
awaken the Aston hill
Challenge . We will have
an Official club cup( The
Chippo Morrissey Aston
hill Challenge Cup ) and
£50 pounds prize money
.
Watch this space for
more details

Stokenchurch Gap is the old road to
London winding its way up the steep
scarp slope of the Chilterns. This former
stagecoach road was once the main
route between Oxford and London. One
section was so steep that extra horses
had to be put at the bottom of the hill to
help struggling stagecoaches get to the
top.
The route was originally known as the
Stokenchurch Turnpike. Many of the old
villages which the route passes through
retain vestiges of these stagecoach
days, with numerous coaching inns en
route.
Stokenchurch Gap is also a
birdwatchers’ paradise, and one of the
best places in southern England to see
Red Kites which are making a welcome
return to the area following their
persecution by game keepers in
Victorian times. Red Kites are now
widespread across the central and
southern Chilterns.
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Aston Hill in Detail

The bottom of Aston Hill is open and exposed, wind here can really knock you back if its in your face .The ramp presented
is often a place where riders launch an attack , technically you are looking at a starting point at the bottom of approx 146m
and the ramps rises at a gradient of 4 % which can be a killer if you don’t pace yourself .

The next marker piont is the Ridgeway, which is at 164 m and steps up to 5% on a rough and heavy road surface. It’s then
an uneven  ride in a straight line to hit the “tunnel” of trees overhanging the road, you then  approach the factory, you climb
to 176m where the gradient rises to approx 6%.
As you corner the factory 182m you then seem to actually go down slightly to 176 m and the gradient then averages at
about 5% .
After the Tunnel and Factory way pints its a straight run to a right hand bend at 202m and again averaging at 6%  with
another straight piece turning into a left hand bend at 2.17 m and approx 5% gradient
As you go around this corner your looking at levelling out slightly to then ride on a long slow turning right hand bend rising
all the time staying at approx 5% to the top at 244m levelling out to 2 % (that’s the county boundary sign).

Note to geeks and anal people

Parts of the hill do have 10 and 8 % no doubt, but they are very small and on average don’t seriously impact your ride .
I used my Garmin edge 305 to get the gradients, yours may differ, but hey ho, that’s science, mine device  was as
accurate as I could get in on the clear day I did the run .

The
long drag from the start

The Fisrt real waypoing after the drag is
the Ridegway

The Factoy of legend ( well the
make playgrounds these days )

The Tree Tunnel ,,, decieving as the
surface is poor

2.17 m and approx 5% gradient

a long slow turning right hand bend
rising all the time staying at approx
5%

244m levelling out to 2 % (that’s the county
boundary sign).
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Working with today’s top athletes, sports
physiologists and folks much like yourself,
Suunto engineers and designers have created
a new line of heart rate monitors that break
from tradition in terms of style and functionality.

Much more than conventional heart rate
monitors, these intelligent sports watches offer clear advice on achieving your fitness and
athletic goals. If you’re in the market for a new heart rate monitor, or if you’re interested in
learning how a Suunto heart rate monitor can make your workouts more effective, the new
Suunto t3 with Training Effect is a good place to start.

If you’re an athlete who needs speed and distance data, or if you’re a coach or exercise
instructor, be sure to check out our new Suunto Performance Packs-complete training
systems in ready-to-go boxes.

The New Suunto range of Heart
Rate Monitors now available at
Cycle

The 90th

edition of the

Giro d’Italia will be one for the
climbers. Although starting off in Sardegna
with a team time trial, the parcours will
contain more climbing than time trialing.
Parting on May 12, the race will make its
way from the south to the Alps and then to
the Dolomites, before finishing in Milano,
3,442 kilometres later, on June 3.
Tuesday, May 15, will be the first rest day.
The following day the riders will immediately
feel the kick of the Corsa Rosa as stage 4
from Salerno will finish on the Montevergine
di Mercogliano, a 17.1 kilometre climb that

touches gradients of 10%, the first of five mountain top finishes.
Over 17 kilometres long, at 5% average gradient, maybe this year the
Mercogliano will give rise to a new super star.
The riders will then start their travels north, covering the Monte Terminillo in
stage 6. Stage 8 will go over the Appennini mountain range and into Fiorano
Modenese, where the race will finish on Ferrari’s track, celebrating the car
manufacturer’s 60th year in business.
The next big appointment, and mountain top finish, will be stage 10 to Santuario
Nostra Signora della Guardia. The stage will depart from Lido di Camaiore,
travel along Cinque Terre, though Genova and then directly up the never-
before-used nine kilometre climb.
The Giro will make a quick detour in to France for stage 12. The Colle
dell’Agnello, this year’s Cima Coppi at 2744 meters, will open the gate to
France and the Colle d’Izoard. After the 14.15 kilometre climb, the race will
scramble downwards for 23 kilometres to the finish in Briançon.
Before leaving the Alps the riders will have a chance to test themselves
individually up the Santuario di Oropa. For the first time in years the Giro will include a mountain TT; a 13 kilometre run that
rises 718 meters from Biella to Oropa. The climb has only been used three other times in the Giro’s history, the last being in
1999 when Marco Pantani took the stage just prior to being booted out of the race.
The Passo San Marco, a tough climb, will not be too decisive as it comes mid-way into the stage. However, the hum-dinger
could be the next day, Sunday, to Tre Cime di Lavaredo. The Tre Cime di Lavaredo climb has been rarely used in the Giro’s
history; it was last scene in 1989 when Luis Herrera took the win. The climb, touches 18% gradient near the top.
The final week will take the Corsa Rosa into Austria before returning to Italia, where it will be marked by two significant stages.
Stage 17 to Monte Zoncolan and stage 20 to Verona.
At the presentation in Milano, the Zoncolan was confirmed to be the climb that the riders fear the most. The climb was last
used in 2003, when Gilberto Simoni took the stage on the way to winning the Giro d’Italia. The 10.1 kilometre climb, along with
a long, narrow tunnel, contains sections of 22, 20 and 18% gradients, with an overall of 11.9%. Two-time Giro winner Simoni
noted, “It will be a very open Giro. The arrival on Zoncolan is one I like a lot.”

Cycle Care’s
Offers to

Members:
Cut Price
Assos and
Oakley, dis-
count on all

parts &
accessories

plus a special
deal on the

best training
tool out

there, the
Suunto T6.



The Aston Hill A40 Climb at Stokenchurch

The Aston Hill (A40 Stokenchurch) Leaderboard

Current standing records on Aston are :

Senior and Junior Richard Clark  4.35  in 1982
Ladies Margaret Wright  6.10  in 1976
Lady vets Margaret Wright   6.18 in 1985
Vets Gordon Wright   5.10 in 1981
Schoolboy Richard Clark     4.52  in1981
Tandem Gordon Wright &  Darren Wright  5.36

Infrastructure Finance - iflimited.co.uk
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LOOKING FOR EXTRA CASH TO SPEND ON

SOME OF THOSE LUXURIES IN LIFE?

                                   

Those new cycling shoes or even that new bike?

A weekend away to an overseas cycling event?

To find out about this simple opportunity
to earn additional income, call 07814 504755 or email

nikkimattei@talktalk.net to request a free DVD.

14

ASTON’S ELEVATION
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THE HIGH WYCOMBE CC
EVENING LEAGUE 2007 - Longwick, nr Princes Risborough
Every Tuesday evening.
All welcome to come along and enter.  If you haven’t tried Time Trialling be-
fore then this is the ideal place to start.  A friendly, welcoming fun atmosphere
for anyone to test themselves against the clock (and secretly, each other!)

Date Day Course Dist Start
17-Apr Tues HCC202 10 19.00
24-Apr Tues HCC202 10 19.00 Medium Gear
01-May Tues HCC202 10 19.00
06-May Sun HCC087 17 8.30 Hughendon 1st
Chiltern
08-May Tues HCC212 14 19.00 2 laps
15-May Tues HCC202 10 19.00
22-May Tues HCC202 10 19.00
29-May Tues HCC178 11 19.00 1 lap
05-Jun Tues HCC178 22 19.00 2 laps
12-Jun Tues HCC178 22 19.00 2 laps
19-Jun Tues HCC212 14 19.00 2 laps or 3 laps
26-Jun Tues HCC178 22 19.00 2 laps
03-Jul Tues HCC178 22 19.00 2 laps
08-Jul Sun HCC224 30 8.30 Firth 30
10-Jul Tues HCC178 11 19.00 1 lap
17-Jul Tues HCC202 10 19.00
24-Jul Tues HCC202 10 19.00
31-Jul Tues HCC202 10 19.00
05-Aug Sun HCC087 17 8.30 Hughendon 2nd
Chiltern
07-Aug Tues HCC202 10 19.00
14-Aug Tues HCC202 10 19.00
21-Aug Tues HCC202 10 19.00
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HOW WOULD YOU DO IN A TOUR DE FRANCE
TIME TRIAL?

Last August Professional
Tour Rider David Millar rode
the Longwick 10 course.
David Millar was using the
Evening 10 as a warm-up for
the Vuelta d’Espagna
prologue and indicated that he
is in very good form by
smashing the club record by
over a minute to record a
19’04" on a course not
renowned for fast times.



 The HWCC Evening League
 In Search of Utopia
As I set off the 55th rider in a Tuesday 10 mile event at Longwick, my
mind flashed back, just a few years, to my competing for the first time
in a HWCC evening ten and I refected on the many changes that have
taken place.

It was in the early 70’s and Scott had told me that these events started on the Risboro’ Road at West Wycombe. At the time
we were both riding for The Kenton Road Club. Sometimes we both rode; at other times it was just one of us, but the field was
usually only about half a dozen. Quite a hard course with its steady 4 mile uphill grind to the top of the Pitches before
descending to the edge of Princes Risborough. The turn was round a triangle just before the Black Prince which ended witha
right hand dart across the road . Eventually the traffic increased to the extent that you were playing Russian Roulette looking
for a gap between the cars, and the event decamped to Amersham.

This was in the mid 70’s and was altogether a
more popular course with not only more club
members but also a number of privates. It was
then that timekeeper Jack Pearson had the
foresight to create “The Evening League”. Of
course with the building of the Amersham by-
pass it may be difficult to visualise the course
but it started on the old road out of Amersham
just on the edge of town. The first few hundred
yard were hard, uphill, before the road flattened
on reaching the dual carriageway. Bit of a drag
up the Gt Missenden by-pass, to turn around
the triangle at the north end of the by-pass,
left, left and right turns to retrace.

Again eventually as with Princes Risborough,
this became too dangerous a manoeuvre and
the Maidenhead Thicket course was used.
The start initially was just past the M-way
roundabout on the A4. At that time it was the
end of the M4. Later the start was moved to the
Shire Centre with the compensating adjustment
making it a harder uphill finish combined with
the loss of the downhill start. The turn was at
Twyford but the introduction of the Burchetts
Hill roudabout on the A4 generated traffic jams
in the rush hours and yet another replacement
was sought.
A virtually traffic free course was found on the
A40 though it was a much slower course that
the Thicket. Starting at The Lambert Arms at
Aston Rowant it was straight out along the A40
through Postcombe and Tetsworth to a U turn
in the road at the foot of the climb to Milton
Common. Not what you would call a fixed gear
course! Sadly this had to be discontinued when
U turns were banned. It wasn’t a problem for us
on that little used road but yet another course was sought and events moved to Longwick.
But now we know that it is not the quiet country route that it used to be. Will it be just another chapter in HWCC’s search for
Utopia: those fast traffic free roads?
Brian Murphy

Saddle Safari
 Crown Lane, Off Spittal
Street, Marlow SL7 3HL.

Tel 01628 477020.
www.saddlesafari.co.uk
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Eczema Sufferers!
Before and After

using Udderly Smooth

4oz Tube - £4
+ £1.50 p&P

12oz Tub - £9
+ £2 p&p

pump it
tub - £12
+ £2 p&p

Real Life Example!

A cycling accident
caused this severe
road rash in the top
picture on the right.

 A lot a skin was re-
moved and
many weeks of scabs
and soreness
 was expected.

However, using the
Udderly Smooth
Cream to keep the
healing skin consist-
ently moisturised re-
sulted in the picture on
the right  just two
weeks later!

A clean, smooth
healed injury with no
permanent scarring
expected.

A NEW TYPE OF
MOISTURISER

Save money! Buy Online at

www.planetwragg.com

Udderly SMOOth® moisturiser
cream is an amazing moisturiser for adults and children.
It is a unique moisturiser that will keep your skin moisturised
without any greasy residue.

It’s non-greasy, non-staining properties prevent chapped, sore and dry skin without even marking paper
with greasy marks from your fingers.
Use on your face, hands, feet or anywhere on the body this is amazing cream for children, sportsmen,
gardeners, athletes, water sports enthusiasts, cyclists, eczema suffers, even office workers who
have to handle dry paper all day without making a mess!

Relieves
• Nappy rash
• Soreness caused by breast-feeding
• Eczema
• Psoriasis
• Skin conditions caused by chemotherapy treatment
• Sunburn & Windburn
• Dry, Chapped Skin
• Dryness caused by handling paper & documents
• Cracked heels
• Sporting activities:
• Ski-ing & Snowboarding
• Cycling
• Scuba diving
• Surfing
• Watersports such as yachting, sailing, canoeing, kayaking
• Horse riding
• Hiking
• Golf
• Swimming
• Gardening
• Paper cuts

Save money, Buy On-line!  www.planetwragg.com

Or send a cheque payable to SWITCH TECHNOLOGY

for the total amount including p&p to 10 MILE ELM,

MARLOW, BUCKS, SL7 1JJ

For FREE samples or to purchase tubs or tubes con-

tact sales@planetwragg.com
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HWCC BADGER SURVIVES, JUST!

The events of March
31st 2007 didn’t
leave all members of
HWCC unscathed.
There were
casulties.  The
happy occasion of
the marriage of
Steve & Heather
Golla gave Paul ‘The
Badger’ Mace an-
other opportunity to
go on one of his
nocturnal missions.

After consuming most of the bar contents of the wedding reception single-handed, The Badger
disappeared into the night.   Even though the temperature that night had plummeted to just above
freezing, The Badger was clothed in just a shirt, trousers and a tie looking like it was desparate to
make an attempt at freedom before being covered in numerous glasses of red wine it had already
seen once before that evening.
The last recorded sighting of The Badger that night was by his lift home who had just said, “wait
there, I’ll go and get my car keys”.
Patching together the CCTV footage it appears that he slept in a cupboard at Prince Risborough
train station for a few hours before walking home.
And did he turn up for the club run next morning?    Yes, well done Sir!

COMING SOON!
High Wycombe
CC water bottles.

We will taking delivery of
the new High Wycombe
Cycle Club water bottles
soon.  The design is on the
left here and the bottles are
the SiS type which are the
best on the market right
now.

Get your orders in soon -
they will be cheaper than
the retail prices so watch
this space!
(Great for carrying your red
wine in, eh Macester!)
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225 Desborough Road, HIGH WYCOMBE,
Bucks, HP11 2QW
Tel: (01494) 447908

info@cyclecare.co.uk

The  Sprocket May 2007 Pin-Up

Had to fight off GQ for this one - HWCC’s Girls Aloud.



CLUB Diary

Club Captain Jonathan Smith                 01628 474101

Club run speed is 15-17mph and we re-group at the top
of hills, all other times we ride as a close group and
consider all riders abilities.
Leaders: please have a backstop / sweeper rider.
Please note coffee stops destinations can change on
the day due to weather conditions and the number of
riders.
Please volunteer to lead a club run, even if you are unsure
of a route there will always be someone on hand to help.
I am always looking for new café stops, if you know of
any please advise me.
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http://highwycombecc.org/diary.html has full details !

Margaret Wright    HWCC  General, Membership, & Press Secretary
01844 217 517  Or   email

margaret_wright@tiscali.co.uk

Date Coffee stop / Event
May
Sunday 6th Marsworth Blue Bell Cafe
Sunday 13th Swanbourne
Sunday 20th Waterperry
Sunday 27th Chipperfield
June
Sunday 3rd Tring Garden Centre
Sunday 10th Winslow
Sunday 17th Dunstable Downs Kiosk
Sunday 24th Benson
July
Sunday 1st Runnymede
Sunday 8th Waterperry
Sunday 15th Henley
Sunday 22nd Chipperfield
Sunday 29th Waddesdon
August
Sunday 5th Marsworth Blue Bell Cafe
Sunday 12th Waterperry
Sunday 19th Maidens Green
Sunday 26th Winslow


